Some ASI telephones get number changes

Mustang Daily and other ASI and Foundation phone numbers were changed during the Christmas vacation.

The change came, according to Roy Gersten, ASI Business Affairs Director, because there was a shortage of the 2000 series numbers on campus. Such numbers cut into the statewide direct dialing system for long distance calls.

Dr. Yuan-Li Wu, Professor of Economics at the University of San Francisco, will speak on U.S.-China Relations and The Balance of World Power.

The Military Science Department is sponsoring Dr. Wu who is scheduled to speak at 11 A.M. today in the Chumash Auditorium. It is free to the public.

Dr. Wu was born in China in 1925 and educated at the University of Shanghai and the London School of Economics where he received his Ph.D. in 1944. He has written extensively on China and the recent SALT talks.

While a consultant to the UN Chinese delegation in 1944, he took part in discussions which established the UN policy toward economic matters in several parts of the world.

Washington (UPI) — Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara estimated Monday that no more than 1,400 men will be drafted this year—a record low for any year in which there has been a draft and only one-twentieth as many as were inducted last year.

Selective service officials said, however, they may not draft anyone entering the draft pool this year. They hope and expect to fill the Army's needs entirely from men who missed their inductions last year.

The draft ends June 30. Laird recently said there would be no calls in January or February, and Monday he told the House Armed Services Committee fewer than 3,000 would be called in March and "no more than an average of 1,000 men per month will be needed" in April, May and June—the last three months of the draft.

During all the years in which there has been a draft—during the Civil War, the two World Wars and continuously since 1946—the fewest men ever called were the 14,088 drafted in 1946 during the Berlin Airlift.

Selective service officials said Monday there is a good chance none of the 1.8 million men born in 1919—who faced the draft for the first time this year—will ever be drafted. They received their lottery numbers in the drawing last February.

The officials explained that last year 51,000 men with lottery numbers up through 99 were drafted. But about 6,000 other men with numbers up to 86 were not inducted before Dec. 31.

The law allows Selective Service to induct these men in the first three months of this following year. About half of them will now go in March. But selective service officials believe the number of men in that pool with illnesses or other legitimate reasons for delaying their inductions past May 30 may be high enough to fill the remaining draft calls.

The officials said they do not want to draft anyone born in 1918. They feel it would be unfair because the college group would not have been inducted at all. Therefore, only those who were unable to go college would be subject to induction.

In the 30 years since the Korean War began, draft calls have swung widely from a World War I high of 864,700 in 1917, to a between-wars low of 76,900 in 1929, and to a Vietnam War high of 364,000 in 1969.

Police continue search for second sniper; 7 die

New Orleans (UPI) — Police stormed a sniper stronghold Monday on a hotel rooftop riddled by 37 hours of violent gun battles in which seven persons died and 90 were wounded. They found the corpse of a terrorist slain 17 hours before but not a second gunman the man believed to be also holed up there.

Finally, some of them said they were not even sure he existed. The official position of the police, however, was that the search "would go on until it takes from now til doomsday."

"It is a possibility there was only one shooter but it is not a probability," said a policeman.

"We are working on the assumption there was more than one."

New Orleans Police Superintendent Clarence Giarrusso said firmly earlier that another gunman was believed to be involved in a series of attacks which began New Year's Eve with the murder of a black cadet in front of police headquarters. They also checked the possibility he participated in a grocery store holdup moments before the outbreak of fires and shooting at the hotel.

But the Foundation and ASI have been ineligible for the statewide hookup since July, Gersten said. Only state agency offices are allowed to use the direct dialing under a bill passed then.

The Foundation and ASI now pay for each individual long distance call, which they did not have to do under the old system.

Numbers that have been changed include: Student Housing 546-4651, All Business Office 546-4701, CU Information Desk 546-4460, and CU Recreation Area 546-4730.


Collet seating goes to SAC

An abbreviated agenda is slated tonight when Student Affairs Council (SAC) reconvenes after a four-week holiday recess.

The lone business item is the construction of permanent bleachers in Collet Arena.

Discussion items include ASI election guidelines, a day care resolution concerning use of campus facilities and the Women's track club.

Weekly reports are scheduled from Finance Committee, Codes and Bylaws Committee, and the Codes Enforcement Department.

Police continue their search for a second sniper. Seven men were wounded today in a room-by-room search of the Howard Johnson Motor Lodge for another gunman.

The "probability-probability" statement was issued by police department spokesperson Carol Gannon, who also said the "gunman" officers spotted in the air conditioning system actually may have been "some insulation and wiring that could have been blowing in the wind."

Firing automatic weapons, officers stormed atop the hotel shortly before 1 p.m. in full view of a national television audience.

They only succeeded in wounding five of their fellow officers, all of whom received minor injuries from either ricocheting bullets or chips of concrete detached by the bullet.

Nearby lay the body of a lanky black man who had been cut to ribbons Sunday night by bullets fired during a helicopter raid on the roof. He wore Army fatigues and a turtleneck sweater.

Police investigated the possibility the dead sniper was involved in a series of attacks which began New Year's Eve with the murder of a black cadet in front of police headquarters.

They also checked the possibility he participated in a grocery store holdup moments before the outbreak of fires and shooting at the hotel.

The official position of the police, however, was that the search "would go on until it takes from now til doomsday."

"It is a possibility there was only one shooter but it is not a probability," said a policeman.

"We are working on the assumption there was more than one."

New Orleans Police Superintendent Clarence Giarrusso said firmly earlier that another gunman was believed to be involved in a series of attacks which began New Year's Eve with the murder of a black cadet in front of police headquarters.

They also checked the possibility he participated in a grocery store holdup moments before the outbreak of fires and shooting at the hotel.
Dirty Old Men's Union founder was just 'having a little fun'

The supposed mandate given President Nixon in his sweeping victory of those who believe may yet be the cure that intensified this country if the performance regarding the Vietnam conflict is any indication.

Since he chibbed old Beji, George McGovern, Nixon has, as a local radishman commented last week, retained quietly to the sanctity of the White House and his other levies, making dire decisions while coming on no.

What we, the public, can see—though the picture is cloudy—is a record number of bomb strikes over the area of a tiny Asian country. For over a week U.S. jets are away at Hanoi, Haiphong and the rest of North Vietnam.

The news from our government has been scanty and we are forced to rely upon foreign em- masions and foreign news services to obtain news of the attacks and resulting damage. Our own government has been somewhat reluctant to report the news in full and has appeared to be chapped-up about administration harassment.

In 20 days of shelling North Vietnam, 3,000 bombing strikes were flown, according to military sources. U.S. jets lost at least 5 B-52s, valued at $10 million per shot. Hanoi claims thousands of civilians have been killed, although the Pentagon denies the reports. The U.S. military has been at first denied the claim and then later admitted it might have bombed it. Even then, in the face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary, Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird insisted the damage was justified.

A Polish freighter was sunk and two foreign embassies in Hanoi were fired upon. In each instance, the U.S. first denied the reports and then, when under pressure from the media, admitted the site.

Now the Nixon administration, via Laird, has announced no further damage reports will be released due to the possibility of imperiling the peace negotiations.

No one has explained why or how such information would jeopardize the talks.

President Nixon has failed to consult Congress throughout the radio, taking advantage of his adjournment in December and refusing when it reconvened. In the face of end-of-war sentiment on Capitol Hill, his aides are sounding the new cry of "don't jeopardize the peace talks if you're patriotic!". This time, it may not work.

Nixon's press conference was Oct. 8. He has made no public explanation of why heavily populated areas are being bombed, nor of what military targets could possibly remain Randolph, still experiencing intense and extended bombing.

Coming at the beginning of a time that practically gives the President a free hand, this secrecy bears ill for the future. Hiding behind the shield of the Presidency is hardly satisfactory when humans are being slaughtered—on both sides—for no stated reason. It is immoral to maintain a "peace process" on the ground, not only to the public but to the very lawmakers who are expected to back the U.S. commitment to make war and to spend money.

Not surprisingly, Republican Congressmen are calling upon the Democratic colleagues in protesting this authoritarianism.

From a government of the people and by the people, this becoming a people government by one man who has interpreted his victory at the polls as an enormous vote of confidence in as he pleases without consideration of our wishes. It is at this point that democracy erodes. We had our chance in 1968. Now the game belongs to Richard Nixon. We must play by his rules; we have no choice. Wake up America, It's already too late.

The battle lines in the Peter Brit Festival, is known for his expertise on the harpsichord. He has also been a soloist for the Peter Brit Festival, is scheduled for 11 a.m. on Jan. 11, in the Cal-Phyl Theatre. Dr. Heiden with harp- scholar accompanying from Roosevelt, will play five pieces, including Mozart's Sonata K.457 and C-Moll, valued at $1,000 each, in G-Major and Sonata X. in G-Major, and has been a concert performer in the Pacific Coast and has been a concert performer for the Portland Chamber Orchestra. He

Mike Romkowski

SLO TRANSIT AUTHORITY announces opening SLO TRANSIT AUTHORITY the of the TURHAUS featuring Chaddi Dixon's ski tour rep tour rep skiing movie refreshments and rap this Wednesday night opening of the THEURHAUS Thursday January 8, 7-10pm featuring haugen ski tour rep skiing movie refreshments and rap January 10 7-10 pm

Specialized Motor Tune-up Specialized Motor Tune-up Featuring Featuring DADDI DIXON'S DADDI DIXON'S 527 Mendocino

SLO TRANSIT AUTHORITY the "TOURING PEOPLE"

FRED'S AUTO ELECTRIC FRED'S AUTO ELECTRIC Specialized Auto Electric Specialized Auto Electric

DADDI DIXON'S DADDI DIXON'S
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RCA TVS & STEREOES RCA TVS & STEREOES

SLO TRANSIT AUTHORITY announces opening of the Turhause

- Paul Simon

"No comment"

Classical vibes to flow from theater Thursday

Classical vibes to flow from theater Thursday

This time, it may not work.
**Partridge in a par three**

*Just another weak pun*

**UPI Bestel Butler**

NEW YORK:—"Moodle Partridge," the American game of golf the country or any other country that has a mind of its own, is not responsible for any loss of business. A drunk encountered that day at the bar of the hotel and another at the office of the hotel's manager, was a "Charles Dickens." Nobody challenged him. Nobody cared. Half an hour later, he hosted an explanation: "No olives or twist." Another customer caught the spirit of the season by observing that he knew a golfer who had hit a ball into the rough, causing a bird to fly up. "This is the first time," the golfer said, "that I ever saw a partridge in a par tree."

It was not until the 1930's that Robert Benchley emerged from a Hollywood pool and remarked: "I've got to get out of this wet suit and into a dry martini." In the same decade, George A. Kaufman made his literary observation: "One man's Mede is another man's Persian."

In the 1940's, a pandemic parasite called African king who gave a party in his thatched dwelling. To make room, he put his big chair up in a makeshift attic. The dancing at the party grew so intense that the chair was shaken loose and tumbled down, killing two couriers and narrowly missing the king. "We're going to lift up one end and slide you right over," they told the beast, who looked down and muttered, "It's a long way to tip a Rarey."

**Camera club plans told**

**UP! Building Butler**
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Colts smash opponents

Posed by forward Chris Simmons, the Colt basketball squad breezed to easy victories over fresman-squad Cal State Northridge, 83-46, and Cal Poly Pomona, 88-68. Northridge provided little of a road block as the Colts seemed to a 14-point halftime lead, 50-36. A stingy defense and a hot shooting percentage lead the game away from the Matadors. Simmons tallied 17 against the Matadors while Dan Takase added 13 while pulling down 11 rebounds.

Fullerton made life a little tougher for the Colts as the Titans took a six-point half-time lead over the cold shooting cots, 46-36. But coach Steve Humann's squad controlled in holding Fullerton to only 34 points in the second stame while scoring 47. Simmons led in the first half's final four minutes from two points to 11, 36-28.

In that stretch Ed Gibbons hit a pair of buckets and North Mazzard hit for three points in addition to baskets by Rick Barnes and Bob Smith. The Mustangs "attack" countered only with Pinky Williams solo basket in the final three minutes. Being down by 11 proved to be too much as Fullerton played an even tougher game in stretching its lead over the final 10 minutes. The locale forced shots and did not play up to potential, and at times appeared to give up. Fullerton's defense also played well in forcing the Wheelermen to take long outside shots and not allowing the inside shot. Statistics bear out Fullerton's dominance, as the Mustangs hit for only 38 per cent of their shots in the first half while the Titans collected on 66 per cent of theirs.

The second half: the Mustangs reeled off to a seven-point lead that increased to the game-ending 11 points. Williams led all scorers in the contest with a career high of 18 points followed by teammate Orie McLamore's 13. Williams had high with 11 for the Mustangs while Bob Jennings added 11.

What makes the Fullerton loss so frustrating is the Mustangs performance the previous night in outdueling Northridge. The cagers played as well as anyone might expect any team to play. Led by Williams' hot shooting hand and excellent team play by Jennings, the Mustangs etered the basket by hitting for 66 per cent of their shots in the first half while cooling off to 36 per cent for the game.

Still it was not an easy victory for the Matadors fought until they had erased a nine-point half-time deficit to regain the lead late in the second half. But a Williams' steal and layup gave Wheeler's quintet the lead for good as the Mustangs raced off to a seven-point lead that increased to the game-ending 11 points.

Williams led all scorers in the contest with a career high of 18 points followed by Jennings with 11. The Matadors Louis Humann tallied 13 with George Bohnett hitting for 10.

The split gives the Mustangs a 1-4 over-all won-lost record and a 1-1 mark in league play. The cagers presently stand tied with Fullerton for third place in conference standings behind Cal State Bakersfield, which has two wins, and UC Riverside, which has one victory and no losses. Northridge and Cal Poly Pomona trail in the standings.

Next act for the Mustangs comes this weekend with games at UC Riverside and Cal Poly Pomona.